AVA I L A B L E N OW ! !
“We are living in a scary world. The future of the world is at risk.
God save the world.”
The only book that deals with the most complex and terrifying issues of the 21st century facing mankind like terrorism, billions living in
poverty around the world, social unrest, and challenges facing India and other developing nations; and it provides the framework---a
visionary plan how to achieve lasting worldwide prosperity and peace---a safer world free of terrorism.

“Thank you for your kind words and the materials you sent. I appreciate your concerns and welcome your suggestions. I am
grateful for your support. I appreciate learning your views. Laura joins me in sending our best wishes.”
Honorable George W. Bush, U.S. President
“I appreciate your dream for India and the vision. I have shared your thoughts to many of my friends in the Government and others. I
went through your article on Foreign Investment and know-how. Your vision of peace and happiness comes out from a beautiful mind...
definitely we can communicate regularly.”
Honorable Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam, President of India
“You have presented a unique approach that
provides a refreshing and much-needed framework
for developing nations to more effectively attain
economic prosperity. Your book is also educational
because it discusses methods of dealing with
worldwide terrorism and advances ideas to achieve
peace.”
Honorable Joseph I. Lieberman, U.S. Senator
“Your book material is outstanding and very
appealing. India is the largest democracy and can
certainly benefit from your innovative ideas on
how to overcome challenges and develop a better
system that can lead to prosperity. The path
to furthering prosperity in developing countries also
helps counter world terrorism and is thus beneficial
for us all. This is a must-read for persons of Indian
origin and for Americans who wish to better
understand the issues facing India and other
developing countries.”
Steve Solarz, U.S. Congressman (retired)
“The White House has asked me to reply and I am
happy to do so. Let me begin by thanking you for
sending a copy of your pamphlet. It is a thoughtful
discussion of one of the major problems now facing
the world. I look forward to studying the lessons you
have defined from history in light of the tremendous
practical problems we face in South Asia.”
David Good, Director
Office of India, Nepal and Sri Lanka Affairs
United States Department of State
“Mr. Verma, your ideas are appealing and thought-provoking. It is matter of pride that you have been kindled by the ideas of Swami
Vivekananda Ji and you have the visionary glean. The people like you are necessarily needed. I readily accept the idea of your deep
communication and interaction. I regard the person who possesses wisdom, courage and selfless service to the nation. It would be my
great pleasure if you visit our Nation and put your views.”
Honorable Suresh Kumar Khanna, State Minister, Planning, U.P., India
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